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One of the more spectacular features of our Ice Carnival programme
will be the crowning of Miss Snow
Queen of Eastern Canada at midnight at the Masquerade Ball. This
will be the climax of an unusually
colourful Opening Night at Bingeman
Lodge.
Several Maritime contestants will
arrive by T.C.A. to Toronto International Airport next Thursday evening where they will be welcomed by
our Queens Committee, Marg Robertson and Ed Serjanteson. This group
along with other candidates who
have converged on Hog Town by
car and rail will then appear on a
well-known Toronto radio programme. Following this, the University
College guests will be driven to
the New Women's Dormitory.

the nation-wide hook-up. In any
event, C.B.C. is sending television
stars to Rex Circensh•m'o Masquerade
Ball to act on a panel of judges for
the Snow Queen Contest. Definite
rules for the judging have not yet
been published by the Queens Committee.
Eastefn coast universities will be
represented by Marilyn CrummeyUniversity of New Brunswick, Carla
McKinnon-Acadia University, and
Terry Parker-Mt. Allison University. Even though a complete list

STARS TO W.U.C.
Although it has not been confirmed, the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation expressed interest in
the possibility of having these ladies
appear on a live td~.:vision programme Friday that is currently on

As the direct result of a news leak
from a leading Toronto newspaper,
it was confirmed Monday by Dr.
Ralph Krueger, that the Geography
Department of Waterloo University
College will hold a closed weekend
press conference concerning a brilliant
departmental find. Due to undisclosed restrictions, conference details
will be withheld until late next
week.

with

ATURE
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CANADIAN CHAMPION
AT ICE REVIEW
The Outdoor's Spectacular Committee under Bill Town and George
Jlarkovitch has arranged to have
Donald Knight, the 1961 Canadian
Junior Men's Figure Skating Champion, featured at the Carnival Capers
Ice Review. Don, along with a
line comedy team will headline the
Review at Bingeman Lodge.
The comedy act, called "The
Student and the Professor", will be
performed by Don's brother Doug
and Peter Chri?tianson both of the

Dundas Figure Skating Club.
As another attraction for what
appears to be a great outdoor show,
the Ski Club will cut capers by
torch-light on the adjoining valley
slopes. This will be followed by
a mammoth fireworks display which
will climax this colourful programme.

The Carnival Committee sincerely
appreciated the fact that Don and
his friends have agreed to join our
show.

Carnival Ticket Deadline Wednesday

~' February 2nd

January 26th, 1962

BC Stars, ueen Contest
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Your Ice Carnival Committee has
been working for some time now,
planning the events for the big
weekend of February 2-3. As our
plans crystalize and reach their final
form, we find that the Ice Carnival
Weekend requires a total budget of
eeveral thousand dollars. The administration is justifiably asking for
a large number of advance ticket
ales. The ticket deadline is midllight, January 31-that's next Wedllll!day! By that time we hope to

have sold at least 300 books of
tickets.
Make your definite plans NOW
and purchase your tickets EARLY
NEXT WEEK. We have planned
what we believe is a great weekend
for you; it is now up to you, the
students, to give this weekend your
support and go out and have a real
time.
Tickets may be purchased in
books or individually. Just ask at
the desk in the lobby!

Snow Sculptures
Get Underway
Campus organizations have responded enthusiastically to the snow
sculpture contest and by Tuesday,
nine applications had been received.
Cold weather and an abundance of
snow are aiding this year's sculptors
whose efforts are now visable on
campus.
From the preparations that are
going on, it seems quite apparent
that the sculptures will excel last
year's sculptures in size and craftmanship. Bonhomme, who judged
them last year, said that many
would have taken prizes in the Quebec
Winter Carnival.
This year, the judges will be;
Sandy Baird, of the K-W Record;
Norman Parker, chairman, Waterloo
Chamber of Commerce; and Westley
Baechler, chairman, Kitchener Chamber of Commerce.
It is estimated that there will be
some sixteen sculptures this year.
The high schools in the K-W area
have been invited to participate.
Each organization that builds a
sculpture is entitled to nominate
a candidate for Snow Queen. Girls
nominated to date are: Marilyn
Fisher Sr., Pauline Thompson Fr.,
Ilia Letla Fr., and Shari Graham Fr.
Applications will be accepted as
late as Wednesday, Jan. 31.

of the other representatives has not
been compiled, a steady stream of
photographers and reporters have
been in contact with our Public
Relations Department.
This contest, which may bring
W.U.C. national publicity, will provide the winning candidate with
sevEral beautiful gifts-featuring the
Miss Sun Valley fashion award.
This prize can be seen in the Arts
Building at the ticket display.

Geography Department Calls
Saturday Press Conference
In conversation with Doctor Krueger yesterday, all he would reveal
about the discovery was that "it
concerns the Canadian Arctic". This
much had already been disclosed
by the Toronto newspaper.
He did say, however, that the
information was being withheld until
federal officials had time to discuss
certain aspects of the department's
announcement.

Model Parliament
Wednesday Jan. 31 has been selected as the day wqen all student~
at W.U.C. may cast their ballots
in our premier model parliament
election. The polling booth will be
set up in the main foyer of the Arts
Building and will be optn from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. The ballot as agreed upon
by the three partisan clubs on campus,
PARTY

will be set up as below and the students must indicate their choice with
an "x" in the appropriate box to
the right of the name of the campus
leader. If any independents qualify,
the voter must enter the candidate's
name next to "Other"s and then
place an "x" in the appropriate box.

LEADER

Liberal

I Ernie O'Kell

New Democratic

I Peter Homenuck

MARK WITH
AN "X"

Progressive Conservative l Archie McLean
Others
The balloting and the counting
will be supervised by the campus
Politics club.
The model parliament will consist
of 40 seats distributed on a basis of
percentage of popular vote.
The sessions will be htld in the
evenings of Feb. 12, 13, 14, and Prof.
G. Durst will :.ct as the speaker of

the house.
Whichever party is successful will
have to prepare the bills to be debated and will, in conjunction with
the Politics club, decide where to
hold the parliament and what ceremony will be involved.
So don't forget, on Jan. 31st get
out and exe.rcise your right to vote!

FURTHER DETAILS ON PAGE 6
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Editorial
Why a Model Parliament?
Some people still tend to be vague
on the reasons for and value of
campus political participation.
A model parliament campaign and
election are held ~o stimulate interest
among the students who will eventually be taking part in all levels of
government. By casting your ballot,
you theoretically consider all the
alternatives and then make a decision
as to which party you would entrust
to govern the nation.
By holding parliament sessionf',

students may test their theories and
political knowledge as well as their
speaking ability. The sessions are
also watched by the press services
and all political parties to detect new
ideas and possible trends.
The various aspects involved in
political activity make model parliaments a type of education all their
own-so take part by attending the
speeches, intelligently discussing the
issues and VOTE!

Students Not Short Sighted
The problem of theft has been
brought to the attention of the
Student Council. It appears that
students are not short-sighted when
the question of stealing coats, scarves,
and rubbers from the men's cloakroom arises.
It was decided that, despite the
fact the Council has its own Judiciary
Committee and despite the due need
of funds which could be augmented
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by funds, theft, petty though it may
be, is within the jurisdiction of a
civil court of law.
In order to prevent mistaken
identity on campus, it would be wise
to place names in all articles of clothing and books, unless students are
really as short-sighted as they seem.
In this latter case, offenders will be
prosecuted!
SHARI GRAHAM

~DIAROS~URO
To all unappreciated poets,
unread writers,
and undiscovered artists:
SEE YOUR WORK IN PRINT.
Chiaroscuro seeks contributions of:
short stories,
poetry,
descriptions,
realism,
cover illustrations.
All efforts will be constructively criticized. Copy is to be
type-written, and submitted by 5 p.m. MONDAY, MARCH
12, to the Chiaroscuro box, basement floor.

Phar10ae~

NFCUS Answers Charges
To the Editor:
I read with great interest Mr. Bill
McLeod's letter published in your
columns on December 1st as well
as the editor's note which followed.
It might perhaps be useful to Mr.
McLeod as well as to the students
who read The Cord Weekly to
have a few more facts about that
area of NFCUS' responsibility which
Mr. McLeod has singled out for
criticism.
The Federation has directed its
attention, as a national body, serving
primarily student interests, to other
areas of the educational complex
rather than that of content or
qualitative level.
Our fundamental principle has
been that, if our nation is to be
served be:st, the university must be
made accessible to all, having regard
only to objective standards of ability,
and irrespective of economic circumWe have made a constances.
certed effort to heighten public
awareness of the problem and to
create a national conviction that
equality of opportunity in high~r
education is vital both to the individual and society.
In 1947-48, the Federation collected information on undergraduate
financing. At the Federation's request, the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics collated and published this
data as the first study of this problem
ever undertaken in Canada.
In 1951, the first of the present
series of briefs on bursary aid was
presented to the Federal government.
In 1956-57, at the joint request of
both the National Conference of
Canadian Universities and NFCUS,
the DBS collected new, more thorough
data on student financing and published its analysis in late 1958.
Making use of the facts demonstrated
by this report, the Federation com-

Canadian
Geographers
Conference
at W.U.C.
The Geography Department will
be sponsoring the Annual Meeting
of the Southern Ontario Section of
the Canadian Association of Geographers on Friday and Saturday,
January 26 and 27.
On the Friday night before the
main meeting (January 26) at 8:00
the University Geography Club is
sponsoring an evening of illustrated
talks and discussion on the Soviet
Union. The following experts on
Russia are participating in the event;
Professor Ruggles, Queens University, Professor George Kish, University of Michigan, and Professor
Fred Dohrs, Wayne State.
The theme of the programme on
Saturday, January 27 is "Waterloo
County" and will feature many
papers and discussions concerning
various aspects of the Waterloo area.
A tour of Waterloo's two Universities is also planned as part of the
afternoon programme. Later in the
afternoon, a panel discussion by
High School Teachers will fill us
in on some of the recent changes in
the Secondary School Geography
Curriculum.
A banquet will be served at 6:30
P.M. in the College Dining Hall.
There will be an after-dinner
speech entitled "Space for Life"
in Room 208, by the noted Edward
Higbee.
P. OEHM

SH 4-8177

piled and presented its 1958-59
brief entitled 'Federal Aid to Higher
Education' to the Prime Ministu
and to the premiers and ministers
of education of the provinces. The
brief was published and widely
distributed, becoming the subject
mattEr of a Citizens' Forum presentation as well as bolstering interest in the St. Andrew's Conference
of that same year at which the
Industrial Foundation on Educ~tion
was founded.
Semi-annual presentations were
made between 1951 and 1961, when
the brief entitled 'The National
Bursary Plan' was presented. Reaction was mixed at the governmental, public and private levels,
but it is to be noted that much consideration was brought to bear upon
a major problem that in the main
has been long ignored by the Canadian public.
Mr. McLeod has stated that the
ammendment to the Income Tax
Act was of little benefit to students.
He has completely ignored the cardinal fact that the act was ammended
primarily to assist the parents, whose
income brackets would certainly be
higher than those of their children.
Mr. McLeod should familiarize himself with the data available to him
on the income tax brackets of the
families from which the largest
number of students generally come
before suggesting that the government's conceEsion is of no value at
all. He should also keep in mind the
fact that although this is only one
of many types of assistance necessary
before the problem confronting us
can be overcome, it is another step
in the right direction.
Mr. McLeod has referred to NFC
US as a 'useless parasite'. He forgets
that the students of his own university are NFCUS. I can only suggest
that he is as ill-informed on the
entire range of the Federation's
activities as he is about the educational finance portion of its syndical
activities carried out on behalf of
it's 100,000 members. Although the
$400 membership fee (calculated
on a per capita sliding scale) to which
Mr. McLeod reftrs is a very small
sum in view of the National Secretariat's gross central fund of over
$100,000 (the $98,000 gross of the
educational travel division is excluded), this money represents the commitment of his students' council
along with 37 other councils from
coast to coast. This $400 constitutes
the support of WUC students for
their own national union which,
upon mandate from the students'
council, seeks to perform on the
regional, national and international
levels those functions which must be
performed if the student communities
represented by the 38 students'
councils are to be served in the most
effective manner.

PAUL BECKER,
Vice-PI esident for
International Affairs,
N F C US.
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The Mardi Gras is fast approaching
and the dorm is getting into 3 fervour
ovu what to wear. I guess one
expectl> u5 to be. som£· kind or a
magician, o.nd at the turn of a hat
to pull something scrumptious from
it. For those who are having a
little difficulty in deciding, I would
like to make a fe.w suggestions. You
could tear down the drapes :rom your
room, makE: a toga, and go o.s a
Roman Senator; or perhaps you
would prefer ripping ope.n a dozen
or so pillows and whh the aid of a
little glue stick the flathe rs on yourself for a pt rfect replica of Mother
Goose. Another sch£me. would be
to sew about a thousand 5heets of
toilet po.per together and dress up
as a ghost. For those who are a
little. more daring, what about a
community effort? Get four fellows
and using scissors, a razor blade, or
whatever else will cut, divide a sheet
into four equ3l segments.
Th£n
buy, borrow, or libnate eight safety
pins. Straight pms will do but they
might prove somewhat uncomfortable
1.0wards i he e.nd of the e. venin g.
With a bit of out~ide help th!s could
be folded and pinned into the shape
of a diaper, and thus would emerge
four of the strange.st quadruplets

Supplies
Office Furniture
Phone SH 3-8248

120 King St. S. Waterloo

Conrad
Cuties

Yeah Conrad Hall! Not to be
outdone by the lads of Willison, the
great edifice of Conrad Hall now has
a newspaper column of distinction.
"Conrad Cuties" seems to suggest
Try The Meal Ticket
a houseful of gay, beautiful women
but, alas, this is no longer true.
The old (and I use that word with
reverence) house has suffered an
invasion of young scholars and is
now firmly established as a men's
residence. Mind you, this has not
been an easy task. Willison Hall
10 King St. S. Waterloo has nicknamed us the "Conrad
Cuties" and we have been the bru nt
of some low jokes such as;
SH. 3-3404
She (eying a fellow in the cafeteria):
My, isn't he cute!
. He (in sick disgust) Nah, he's a
cutie!
The telephone too, has presented
Fast Service & Good Food
a problem. Worried mothers have
telephoned long distance for their
daughters only to find it answered
by a young man. This was indeed
a situation worthy of any Pre-The
student. For the first few days the
neighbours across the way col_\ldn't
figure out why the boys were going
in and out of the women's residence
(and by the front door too). If a
city of this size had a vice squad ,
no doubt it would have been pounding on the front door in due time.
Although we have a tubbing
taboo at present, a plumber friend
assures us that our tubs have as great
a capacity as those of Willison.
We are quite proud of Conrad and
for a while even considered changing
allde in England.
its name to "The Tomb" because
blU!hed leather.
of the quiet, studious atmospherE..
sand color.
(genuine p!anraThis name was rejected however,
rioo crepe soles ) .
because we felt that people might
by
confuse the "Tomb" with Willison's
appropriate appellation, the "Tub".
A few weekends soon dispelled the
Of ENGLAND
illusion of the tomb"." The "Sinking of the John B." would certainly
bear witness to that. Then again,
John may have had a "bug" that was
going around-the one that fell in
his glass .
The letter in the paper last week
concerning state censorship recalls
to thi1> scibe a joke that I leave to you
in closing. Customs Officer: Young
man, do you realize that you can't
bring this pornographic material into
182 KING ST . W .
KITCHENER , ONT. this country? I mmigrant: B ut sir,
I don't even have a pornograph.
PHONE SH . 5-7881
KEN B RUCE

Grand Grill

cw5

CJ)

Walkwel
Shoes
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Philosophy
Society

w
u

s

On T uesday evening, January 16,
Mr. Frank Sweet treated the Philosophy Club to an "off the cuff,
previously prepared, lecture" ent itled "Mathematics and Reality,
and the Reality of Mathematics."
We were quitE. pleased to have such
a good turn-out for the meeting,
and especially pleased to welcome
some guests from the Mathematics
Department.

Jack Leon, W.U .S. Chairman is shown presenting
instruction£ to Brenda Good who was selected to be
W.U.C.'s rep to the Seminar in Poland.

Bye bye Las Vegas, Monte Carlo
evtr to be seen. I sincue.ly hope
that I have. been some help.
here we come.
It surprises me to find the great
W:l!ison has &l~O dEcided on its intere5t shown in music here. From
snow sculpture. A few of the sugges- the rise of the sun till way on into
tions had to be over-ruled becau5e the night, the sounds of music can
of various factors. This is not to be heard everywhere be it in the
say that they wouldr>'t h::.ve made showtrs ; the central stage for the
great sculpture.s, even though they performing arts ) or in the halls (the
might hav£ bew somewhat unethical. stage for the "has-beens" ). SingAlso we have- bE-E-n informed that our alongs are very popular, and all the
choice will be unable to compete for Perry Comos may soon gain promithe prizes. I gue.ss that they wanted nence with their "Sing along with
to give some of the other ~ntries a me. I'm on my way to the can" bit.
chance.
And so ends another recital.

You Are- A Pig!
By David Gray
You are a pig! Yes, you! You,
who are holqjng this little newspaper
between your soiled little hands .
No, I don't mean that sow sitting
beside you in the Torque Room, nor
that oinking hog at th< next table.
I me.an you. You're the one responsible for the squalor in here. Take

be something someday. You belong
to the educated elite of Canada.
It's not up to you to be clean and
tidy and hElpful. No :t's up to the
poor white tra£h-behind the count€'r.
They must keep ;your pig-sty clez.n
for you because, you, who are so
brilliant, so educated, so important,
and so snobbish can't do it. Maybe

Mr. Sweet dealt with t he t hree
mathematical tests of truth-appl icability, inner consistency, and experience, which are roughly similar
to the Pragmatic theory, the Coherence theory, and the Correspondence theory used by the philosopher . It was demonstrated that
so-called mathematical "truths" are
often only true within the mathematical system, and do not always
correspond to reality. In like manner our present system of logic is
not entirely adequate, and Mr.
Sweet stres~ed the need for a new
logic.
An interesting side-light was the
application of formal logic to electricity. The speech was pleasantly
spiced with numerous blackboard
demonstrations, humorous "ad Jibs",
and a delightful story concerning
the experiences of a kindergarten
teacher. Mr. Sweet stood up very
well under the questions fired at him,
and discussion continued for some
time after the meeting had been
officially adjourned.
Tentatively, our next meeting will
be Tuesday, February 13, when we
hope to have as our guests a speaker
and students from the Philosophy
Department of "that institution
down the street." This will be a
chance to find out what other folk
doing, and to form a sort of unoffici
friendship with the official enemy
We expect all intt rsete.d studwts
attend and be prepared not only
listen, but also to contribute t
"two cents worth" to the discussion.

Come To The
a look l'.t it. Look at the stacks of
filthy dishes that you pushed aside
in order to sit down. Look at the
copies of this paper that cover the
floor . Look at the spit balls that ;..re
flying about or that have. just landed
undet your seat - - or in your coffe-e.
Look at the spillEd hot chocolate and
coke that is drying on the table.
You're respomible for turning the
Torque Room into thE: filthy, messy,
unsanitary place that it is. You,
and all the others in the licte.r. You
prder to let this room become o.
garbage dump rll.the.r than help to
keep it clean and tidy.
Yet, I know, and you know, that
it isn't your duty to keep the Torque
Room tidy. No, it's not up to you
but to Betty, and Vi, and Olive,
and Audrey. Who are they, you
ask? The-y'n thosL old girls behind
the bar who are your se.rvants . They
are hired to be at your beck and call
or so you think . They're supposed
to keep this pig-sty clean. Why,
aren't they paid to do it? They get
a cheque every Friday, don't they?
You don't. Therefore why should
you take your dishes back? Why
should you refrain from littering the
floor ? Why should you do your bit
in keeping this place clean. You
only eat here. When it comes to
eating who needs cleanliness? Rats
don't. Pigs don't.
You 're educated; you'n:: going to

I should say won't do 1t, or .s the
phrase, forget to do it? They have
to feed you, put up with your imperious tones and bad manners, cart
your dishes back, clean the tables
fot you, wait on you when you're
in a hurry. You don't make concessions. You only take. You don't
give, only acce.pt.
That sign up on th~ wall doesn't
mean you. What sign do I mean?
The one under the clc,ck that says,
"PlEase return your dishes to the
counter. It was put up for those
stupid people who work her€. They
wouldn't know that takingbackdishes
was part of their job if that sign
wasn't thtre to remind them. Don't
take any notice of it. Forget all
about it . Don't remember now.
It's only for the- benefit of the pig-pen
cleaners not the pigs thEmselvE-s.
I know that occasionally one or
two of you will take one cup back
but that's your Good Deed for the
day, isn't it? Quite often you would
do it more often but you forget. I
know it's so easy to fo,·get about
such insignificant trivialitiE-s when
one is t hinking of Kierkegaard, or
Aeschylus, or Keynes, or Moliere,
or Frank Mahovlich.
You know, now that I think of it,
I guess tliat you're not a pig 2fter
all. No. Pigs tend to keep themsdve.s and their surrounding5 clean !
You don't even do that.

Freshman
Dance
8:30 Friday Cafa•a••,..

uSweetie Sell"
Twist Contest
and Good Music
Admission 2s,
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Why
Share?
Around the week of Feb. 12, 1962,
W.U .C. students and staff will be
asked to contribute to the univer~ity 's international aid programme
known as the "Share" campaign.
Of course many members of the
college may wonder why they should
dep~ive themselves of the price of a
few glasses of cheer or a few magazines etc. to support this programme.
The answer is quite simple. At
an International Convention held
last year in Geneva, students and

The Way
I See It
by Pete Rempel
As well r.s an overpowering curiosity about marks, there are many
questions of another nature which
haYe started whirling about our
brain. Perhaps you have pondered
some of them also. For instance,

professors from all over the world
met to weigh the economical instability preventing the standardization and betterment of Universities
across the earth. They then set up
international self-aid programmes so
that the member of a certain university will not have to abandon his
studies because of lack of food,
clothing or finances which can help
him further himse.lf and the world
community to which he owes so
much.
To help finance this programme,
the international committee supported by World University Services
is asking for the support of all the
participants in University life to
contribute generously enough to help
successfully maintain this programme.
To give the campaign participant
an idea of what use the past funds
have been, and what future aid is
needed from the whole campus,
the Cord will publish a series of
articles, received from "Share's"
international headquarters in Geneva.
They will be. transmitted by W.U.S.
chairman, Jack Leon.

- will we ever be able to read a copy
- what is the real identity of the of the Cord without once finding the
Truth Seeker?
name, or a picture of, John Erb.
- if Gary Slimmon really believes
that the Truth Seeker is one of those
who "are honestly searching for the
Truth"? To be searching for any
object or idea, one must first have
a certain degree of ignorance of
his topic; but, :..s it appears that the
T.S. obviously possesses more than
a Sunday School knowledge of the
Bible, what are his real intentions
with these posters ?
- could the T .S. be Professor Montgomery B.A., B.L.S., M.A., B.D.,
S.T.M., Ph D. (whew) attempting
to seek out and destroy all budding
Norman Vincent Peales of the future?
- how the above question will influence our history mark?
- why Magdalene Kumm even
bothered to spend the mental energy
required to create that beautifully
sarcastic reply to the "young collegian" who, in the pre-Christmas
issue, gave his opinions on why girls
attend a college? Would anyone
living in these times and attending
a modern institution really believe
these antiquated ideas?
- what might have occurred Monday,
the eighth of January, had there
actually been a bomb and had the
operatoi who received the call not
known the difference between the
Waterloo University College and the
University of Waterloo? Wh£n, in
your contact with those outside the
student body and faculty, you mention the institution where you attend
classes, how many times have you
heard the immediate query, "Now,
which one of the two is that?"
Doesn't it get rather tiring attempting to explain the difference? Do
you know the difference?
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- have Professor Morgenson or Miss
Lane heard the one about the young
psychoanr.lyst who was telling an
older colleague about his trouble
in getting intelligent responses from
his patients. "Suppose you ask me
some of your questions," the old
analyst suggested.
"Well, my first question is: What
is it that wears a skirt and from
whose lips come pleasure? "
"A Scot blowing a bagpipe," the
veteran answered.
"Right," said the younger one.
"Now, what is it that has smooth
curves and at une.xpected moments
becomes uncontrollable?"
"Whitey Ford's pitching."
"Right! What do you think of
when two arms slip around your
shoulders?"
"Why, a football tackle," replied
the veteran.
"Right," said the young doctor.
"All your answers were amazingly
correct. But you'd be surprised at
the silly answers I keep getting."

Geography
Club

Last Wednesday, 32 keen geographers, many of them local high
school students, enjoyed a film entitled " The Global Struggle For
Food" . The film pointed out vividly
that at least 50 % of the world does
not have enough food and is therefore
divided into two camps, "The Haves"
and "The Have-Nots" . It was
emphr.sized that by practicing flood
control, pest control, land redistribution and by encouraging agri- what will happen to all those
cultural advances the world's food
furry faces when some of the male
production can be expanded.
students go home for a weekend?
And why is it that the feminine half
A very lively discussion period
of the source of the student's financial followed the movie and Prof. Officer
support is most strongly in favour was called to aid the panel on the
of a naked chin?
Economic aspects of the film. The
official panel consiste.d of Dr. Aubrey
- will there ever be a time when Diem, Geography Department, Mr.
both of the electric hand dryers in John Koegler, Geography Teacher,
the men's washroom in the Arts Waterloo Collegiate and Prof. Barnes
Building will be in working order from the Classics Department. The
simultaneously?
If our memory panel agreed unanimously that the
serves us correctly, one of the planks film was much too optimistic. Mr.
in Roger Lillyman's campaign for Koegler stated that the food problem
Frosh President was, "More water is a matter of distribution. He felt
pressure in the drinking fountains." that there was sufficient food grown,
Roger was successful in the election but that it was grown in the wrong
and followed through his campaign places.
Prof. Barnes during his
promise, (especially with the fountain talk, raised the question whether
outside room 208). So, Roger, take collective farms will really be operaup your sword again! Here is a tive. Dr. Diem noted that there were
new crusade!
many problems in trying to help the

Who's Who?

Three Propositions

by Peter Chappell

Paul D. Scott

For the past few weeks I've tried
to inform you about the lives of some
of our leading campus figures. By
now I'm sure that a change from this
steady diet of "Ph.D's" would do us
all good. This week I thought I
would tackle one of the best known
personalities in the College-Vi Baetz.
Vi is the genial "belle of the
Torque Room Bar", the girl with
the zany antics and unpredictable
manner who has endea1ed herself
to r.ll of ltS. In my humble opinion,
Vi is the eighth wonder of the world!
Why? Anyone with eight children
and twenty-seven grandchildren
couldn't help but be so.

Col 1:24-27
God is with us; 9od is for us;
God is in us.
The very name of Christ was
Immanuel, God with us (Isaiah
8:10, Matthew 1:23). The meaning
of the Incarnation is that the Lord
came down from Heaven was made
flesh and dwelt among us. "All we
like sheep had gone astray; we had
turned every one to his own way"
(Isaiah 53 :6 ). It was this disobedience that caused man's loneliness and despair. Today, it still
highlights his greatest need. But
suddenly Christ came, and God was
with us.
Then He went to the cross and
through the tomb, and provided
perfect reconciliation. Now, God is
for us. Not only does He tell us so
but also adds, "If God be for us, who
can be against us?" (Romans 8:31 )
Here is the great statement that the

Born on a farm in Huron County,
Vi has lived most of her life in that
area. She attended public school
in Lakelet, high school in Clifford
and then went on to Normal School
in Stratford. She then taught public
school until the time ofher marriage.
Then she and her husband returned
to farm life for the next thirty years.
Memories of her teaching day~ in a
rural school in Teeswater and of her
own children probably help her a
great deal in getting along so well,
and putting up with, us.
Family life for Vi means a great
deal. She is constantly in touch with
her children and grandchildren who
make this life. The whole family
is very closely knit with her mother
who is 90 and two aunts who are over
80! One of her own sons and a
grandson are graduates of our Seminary and another grandson is a
graduate in Arts. Waterloo College
for her i~ not simply a place of work
but of many pleasant memorie;, also.
Very active apa1t from her daily
work at the College, Vi has many
varied interests. In the line of
hobbies she always mentions her
cooking. This, I think, is quite
obvious; who has never eaten one
of her famous ham, cheese, tomato,
lettuce and mayonaise sandwiches?
First on this list of hobbies though
is reading. This certainly has helped
her to form her marvellous philosophy
of life.
The pivot point for Vi is the Golden
Rule: Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you. Other
rules in which she strongly believes
and practices are "Love thy neighbor" and "A merry heart doeth good
like medicine".
With this basic
philosophy and her lively cheuful
manner, Vi is proud of the fact that
she can always manage to laugh her
way out of any troubles.

Creator of the universe is for u&.
If He had not told us this Himself,

it would be the height of presumption
to think that it could be so. However, He has said it, and has confirmed
it by explaining, "He that spared
not his own Son, but delivered him
up for us all; how shall he not with
him also freely give us all things?"
(Romans 8:32 ). God is for us!
Then He rose from the dead.
Now it is possible for Him to be in
us by the power of His Holy Spirit.
Christ had announced it.
"He
dwells with you and shall be in you"
(John 14:17). Every believer knows
now "the mystery which has been
hidden from ages and from gene-

rations ..
the hope of glory"
1:26,27). God is in us.
The unbEliever should
God is beside him, calling him. He
should realize that God holds out
His hand to him and is willing to be
for him. But only the believer
knows the power of the indwEllinc
Lord. We must have His presenre
within if we would enter into the
life that is to be lived "more abun·
dantly" (John 10:10).
PAUL D. SCOTT
Prayer: Grant me, 0 God, th~ faith
to believe Thy Word; and
having believed, the power
to live by it.
Amen.
Compliments of
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e
underdevdoped areas increase their
food production. He read two articles from the New York Times,
which showed the tragic results of
too much enthusiasm and not enough
organization in these areas.
The next film is entitled "Can The
Earth Provide" and will be shown on
Feb. 7th.
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Sc.ribblings
-For it is the fate of this generation
... to live with a struggle we did
not start, in a world we did not
make . . . " JFK's "laundry list"
speech. Therefore our generation,
when it steps out into the world,
has " . . . a rendezvous with destiny," FDR.

language
lab ·
I recently had the opportunity of
"'ring to Prof. Nabert, head of the
1'1Jlan depatment of W.U.C. and
I of the prime moving forces
:t'Jnd the founding and running of
Language Lab. I asked him what
considered to be the principal
a;m of the lab and exactly how and
what extent the operations of
hproject fulfil its aim. He replied
that be felt that any language lab
as its first duty to the student
:e establishing of an intuest in the
language. He went on to say that
the lab at our college is in many ways
'ferent from the usual set-up.
We are very fortunate here in having
relatively small language classes.
This means that the Language Lab
lill suve as a supplement to class
oral work. This conception is opposed to the operations of a large lab
rhere the work in the Ia b is a replacement for the orlil work done in
!!gular classes. In this way the student receives a double benefit from
small classes.
Prof. Nabert felt that another
impmtant difference between most
bbs and ours is that our set-up
allows for more individual development of pronunciation and comprehension. In a large set-up a good
~dent must listen to tapes which
are on the same academic level as
1 poor student.
Such a procedure
ifles the progression of the better
tudent and may lead to his losing
mterest in the language. In our
laboratory, tapes are made to suit
more closely the individual need
with the result that the good student
able to go beyond the scope of
the course he is studying.
With referen('e to the quality and
quantity of the tapE.s in the lab at
W.L".C., Prof. Nabert replied that
the types used are specially chosen
tG fulfil the aims mentioned above.
The ''listen and repeat" tapes range
from very elementary lessons to
le.•~ons which, if mastered, give the
!tudent an almost complete knowledge of the language. The tapes
1"hicb are designed for only listening
purposes cover a very wide rang€ as
~II. In addition, since the lab is
,perating on a smaller scale, with
machines, we are able to proide the student with not only more
rariety in listening material, but
also 11.ith more opportunity to hE.ar
his own voice in comparison with
those of experts. And therein liE-s
the foremost duty of any language
lab.
GARY SLIMMON

l!e44Dte.'

Dean Schaus shows Mr. Pickersgill where some of our
West Indian Students will be staying.

Pickersgill Practised Racial
Discrimination Charges Tom
Last Wednesday, J. W. Pickersgill,
the minister of Immigration in the
former Liberal cabinet addressed
an overflow gathering in 208 sponsored by the campus Liberal club.
Mr. Pickersgill pointed out what
he felt were the short comings of
the present government and stressed
that the Liberal Party of Canada
offered a positive programme with
a positive approa.;;h to our present
day problems.
'
In the question and answer period,
Mr. Pickersgill was accused of having
practised racial discrimination while
in office. In making the charge,
Tom Ramautarsingh quoted figures
from Mr. Picke1sgill's last year in
office which showed only 140 n~groes
were admitted to Canada while in
the same period, 67,000 Germans
and 62,000 Hungarians gained ad-

Unfortunately, the average Canadian knows very little about his
polar neighbour, the Soviet Union.
To present the facts about this
"Eurasian Giant", a Symposium
on Russia will b~ held at 8:00P.M.
on January 26th, in Room 208.
This outstanding event will be sponsored by the Waterloo Univ~rsity
College Geography Club.
The official panel will consist of
three eminent geographers; Dr. Ruggles, Chairman of the Geography
Department at QueEms Univtrsity
Dr. Dohrs, Chairman of Geography
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-The current British problem of
chilly bed-reading has captured
the interest of the French. When
asked for a suggestion of solving
this nippy problem, one Gaelic
diplomat, arching his eye-brows,
!>aid that no true Frenchman ever
reads in bed.

-A recent report on Canadian poetry,
brought a sardonic snip at Society's
fashionable interest in this culture
form. The critic forgets that since
the time of the Hellenic epoch,
"patronage" has been an integral
part of the arts.

mission. In his defence, Mr. Pickersgill countered that under his term in
office, more immigrants were admitted than under anyone else and -What is the value of greatness?
Is it not but a fleeting moment in
he further stated that he did not
the
annals of time; then when
want "West Indians coming to
the moment is past, only the
Canada to populate our slums."
image remains and when the image
In the next question, Larry Cohen,
crumbles, greatness begins to wane.
showing disgust at the discriminatory
It
grieves me to see a man, as great
tactics practis~d by the former
as Sit Winston, who on reaching
minister, commented that there have
tht- pinnacle did not take himself
been numerous significant contrifrom us. Thus in his "finest
butions to Canada by minority
hour" he would have remained,
groups and Mr. Pickersgill concmred.
forever, to sup with the gods.
On being quizzed by Miss Lane in
regard to the Quebec separati5ts,
Mr. Picktrsgill stated that the
Liberal party and, to his knowledge, -Our campus hlis become the Mecca
of Canadian politicians, who, in
all other political parties opposed
great supplicr.tion, come to the
such movements.
temple to receive the oracle from
He was introduced by Prof. Durst
the chief priestess. (She certainly
and thanked by Larry McCormick.
can tell 'em.) Oh to be in Ottawa,
now that Ottawa's hue.

What. Do You
Know- About Russia?

NEW
INSURANCE PLAN

can't

P AGE 5

-Wintermeyer's political dare-deviling is not the only punch the
Con~erv&tives have received. The
bad publicity of the ultra-rightwing conservatism in the USA
has a definite effE-ct on the Canadian voter. If ddeated in the
next el€ction, (if it ever happens)
the Conservatives might use the
excuse of confusion in small and
capital letters.

Department, Wayne State University
and Dr. Kish of the University of
Michigan Geography Department.
Each of these gentlemen will be
speaking on some aspect of Russia
for twenty minutes. To further
illustrate their subjects, there will
be a slide talk following the panel
discussion. These slides have been
taken by the speakers on their recent
-The Great Dane's barking, in
trips to the Soviet Union.
spots, sounded more like a Lame
Duck's quacking. (Man, it was
Dr. Ruggle;, is the foremost Canastrictly from Tritesville. )
dian authority on Russia and is
presently on the staff at Queens
Univusity. He has given many
papers and written articles on the -Cliff's Classic Carnival is captivating college campuses. The plan
Soviet Union. His particular speis to kidnap queens from other
ciality is thE. Soviet Far East.
campuses and when her subjects
arrive to retrieve her, the committee wm sell them ticket strips.
Dr. Dohrs is Head of the GeoIf this happens you better buy
graphy Department ai Wayne State
your tickets and get a date now,
University, Detroit, where he i£
b€cause those McGill Redmen are
completing a textbook on the U.S.
out for blood.
S.R. As well, Dr. Dohrs is . the coauthor of "Outside Re~tdings in
Geography".

Psyeh. ~lob
Makes
History
On Thursday, Jan. 11, the campus
Psychology Club journeyed to Guelph
for a dance at the Ontario Training
School for Boys. This was the first
dance in the history of the O.T.S.
Psych. Club president, Bob McGaw,
tE-rmed the dance a tremendous
success and commented that the boys
at the school had spent a great deal
of time in constructing the many
ingenious decorations. He said that
the boys expressed the desire that
the girls return for another evening
and Bob felt that another dance may
be held again in the near future.
H~ said the only sour note of the
whole evening was the fact that out
of 35 girls that signed to attend the
dance, only 20 turned up.
Last Thursday 32 boys travelled
to Galt to attend a dance at the Galt
Training School. It was reported
that the dance was another huge
succes~.

For BeHer
Student Relations
Following are three suggestions
which may prove helpful in the
achievement of better relations among
students.
1. Broadmindedness: One should
be broadminded enough to see "the
other fellow's" point of view, even
though he may not agree with it.

2. Tolerance: One should realize
that, as students and as human
beings, we are all subject to error.
Be not so quick to jump on your
neighbor when he makes a mistake
or does something wrong.
3. Charity: As students we are
all here to study. And as Catholics
we all have the same ultimate end
in view. We cannot attain either of
these goals alone - we need friends.
And our friends cannot attain these
goals without co-operation. Let us
help each other along the long.
narrow road.
A good thing to remember is that
the main difference between us and
the man on death row is that his
sins have been brought out into the
open; ours are known only to ourselves. Let us not throw stones.

I

-Parking: Like a sticky hot potato,
it has been bouncing back and
forth from the administration to
the Students' Council. It wa~ the
"sticky" pl..rt that landed it back
in the hands of the Admin. The
stickers will bear the corporate
name since the corporation owns
the property. .The council is
representative only of the students
of the WUC part of the corporation (they tried.)

-Talking about blood, do you happen
to have any extra lying about? -Pour les femmes in the "Orchard
Dr. Kish of the University of
of Eden" (Dearborne St.),
The Red Cross needs it on January
Michigan is the author of "Economic
"So I wonder a woman, the
31.
Don't spread it around,
Atlas of Russia" and he also has
Mistress of Hearts,
bottle it.
written extensively for · periodicals.
Should ascend to aspire a
He is the editor of the h.xt "IntroBachelor of Arts;
duction to World Geography". Dr.
A Ministering Angel in W oKish was the dir~ctor of a T.V. -The "Focus on Religion" poster
man I see,
on the landing was an excellent
educational series on Russia for the
And an Angel need covet no
piece of commercial art-work. The
University of Michigan.
other Degree."
Faith and Life Council deserves
Lord Neaves..
an abundance of praise for preBring your questions regarding
senting such an enlightening pro- -P.S.-"You see, dear, it is not true
Russia as there will be an opporgramme. Perhaps even the most
that woman was made from man's
tunity to present them to these three
"off-beat" would have found some
rib; she was really made from his
experts after the panel talk.
digestive material.
funny bonr." Barrie.
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New Democrats Stress
· Five Point Programme

Liberals Campaign
On 7 Issues
Let us look at a Positive Policy for to everyone, on terms which everyone can afford. In consequence,
Good Canadian Government.
there are still Canadians who go
LIBERAL POLICY- DRAFTED without medical care that they need,
JANUARY 9 - 11, 1962.
and others, whom serious illness
forces to go to a doctor, are thereby
-IA scholarship plan, revamped and pushed into overwhelming debt or
increased so as to provide after 4 a catastrophic impairment of their
years 40,000 scholarships of $1,000 savings.
each will be presented. In addition
-Vto these awards, a new Liberal
A foreign policy that will reinstate,
government will ease the financial Canada in the eyes of the world will
problemb of all Canadians in uni- be immediately pursued. Canada
versities by creating a fund of cannot have a say in the world affairs
interest-free money to be loaned to when a larger power dictates to her.
needy students.
Therefore, a Liberal government will,
as previously, support both N.A.T.O.
-IIA Liberal government will take a and the United Nations as well as
definite stand on a trade organization other international organizations. A
either in a European or South definite stand must be taken towards
American bloc. They will not tel1 Red China. A Liberal government
the English how to run their country. will take this stand. A country as
large as China can no longer be
-IIIignored!
An immediate programme will bt.
-VIset up to alleviate unemployment
The
Defence
Policy of Canada
throughout Canada. Easier credit
and lower interest rates will be must be based on the fundamental
introduced as well as personal tax truth that the only protection is the
cuts, bigger unemployment benefits, establishment and maintenance of
improved retraining programmes, a creative peace.
accelerated depreciation for industry, Thus (a) Canada must never accept
aid to municipal works and housing, nuclear arms if she is to be a voice
sound trade policies, special aid to for peace.
depressed areas and vigourous en(b) Canada must take an active
couragement of winter works.
part in N.A.T.O.'s attitudes that
seek security through
collective
-IVHowever, N.A.T.O.'s obAn expanded Health Plan will be action.
instituted to include drugs and doc- jectives must be-reconsidered in the
tors' fees.
While various good light of the conditions of today.
(c) Under a new Liberal goschemes of prepaid medical care are
in operation, they a.re not available vernment, Canada will withdraw

ERNIE O'KELL
Liberal Candidate

The New Democratic Party was
formed in the summer of 1961 to
offer the Canadian public a broadly
based constructive alternative to the
two established Tory parties.
Although some aspects of the party
policy are still being formulated, the
New Democrats have a positive
programme for the protection of all
citizens and the betterment of Canada.
The campus New Democratic Party
is entering this model parliament
campaign with a 5 point programme
for the benefit of the nation and its
people.

concessions and transportation
ance will be made available to
industry.
The New
government will undertake tidal
development in the Bay of
development of nuclear power
peaceful uses and will
development of our natural
mineral resources. Private
nies will be aided by
surveys and censuses in
lucrative areas.

period, not· for life as is now the case.
Each year ten men will be appointed
and each of these men will remain in
office for a ten year period. Every
year ten additional men will be>
appointed in place of the people
This
whose term has expired.
legislation will have the effect of
constantly introducing younger, more
energetic and competent men to this
very important Upper House.
The Progressive Conservative Club
on campus is dedicated to the cause
of building and maintaining national
unity. They hope to further this by
making "0 Canada" our national
anthem instead of "God Save the
Queen". They also propose a distinctly Canadian flag.
If elected
the P.C. club will appoint a committee to choose 25 designs for a typically
Canadian flag. These designs will be
submitted to the House of Commons
where the members will vote for
their particular favorites. The four
most popular will then be submitted
to the public in the form of a plebiscite. The winner of the plebiscite
will be the new Canadian national
flag. A flag will be chosen by the
majority of Canadians in accordance
with our democratic processes.
-The Progressive Conservative club
on campus will revamp the immigration laws. People applying to
come to Canada will no longer have
to fight their way past the "Quota
Barrier". Admission to Canada will
be on the basis of education and skills
possessed, not on the basis of colour
which is the case today.

- The P.C. Club on campus, if
elected to be the government in the
model parliament, will turn its attention to the B.N.A. Act. This
Act will be amended to enable
Canada to amend its own constitution. This is in accordance with
our policy of building and mainARCHIE McLEAN
taining national unity. No true
Progressive Conservative Candidate Canadian likes to feel that any other

2 Issue No. 16 -

The New Democratic
will set up a central agricultural
to aid farm organizations and
dividual farmers in regulating
duction in order to gain for
farmers the maximum possible
and to prevent the
of unmanagable surpluses.

Tuition-Free University Educafrom NORAD in so far as her present
tion-The New Democratic Party
interceptor's role is concerned. It
firmly belives that the best investshould be our role to provide dement the nation can make is intection, identification and warning.
vestment in its people. The New
Democrats would make available
-VIIA vast public works
Canadian Citizenship and Immi- university education to all students will be undertaken to provide
gration is an important factor in the capable of attaining such. All stu- ployment to all men requiring
government of Canada. The Liberal dents will be required to try entrance This programme would entail
party belives that immediate family examinations and those judged capab- construction of schools,
unity in our immigration policy le will have government-paid tuition roads and necessary public
should be encouraged as a prime and loans will be made available to
A comprehensive local and
importance regardless of age, ethnic all others wishing to enrol for uni- zoning plan will be put into
origin, religion or colour. It is versity courses. This plan will be across the nation.
present Liberal policy that immi- financed by a nominal tax on the
gration should be without discrimi- profits of corporations, loan and Consumer Protection-The
insurance companies.
nation as to race, colour, or creed.
Democrats will establish a
These are the vital polic:es which
board to test claims of all
the Liberal party wishes to present Government-Sponsored Car In- sold in Canada and will
to you fo1 your intense consideration. surance-A New Democratic Party substantial fines on enterprises
Please study this policy and if you government would enact legislation are guilty of mis-representation
have any questions we want you to to establish a government-controlled of misleading the public. U
raise them during the week or on insurance company which, operating lous promotion techniques will
Monday evening during the question on a non-profit basis, would force penalized as will the overpricing
down the existing rates of the private essential products such as drugs
period.
insurance companies. The govern- other medical necessities.
Thank you,
ment insurance plan will be completeA Positive Liberal Party
A more comprehensive policy
ly self-sufficient and reliant on the
premiums only. Because the present form will be made available to
200,000 uninsured drivers in Ontario student body during the
constitute a menace to the security on Monday.
of fellow citizens and are an infringement on personal rights, all drivers - - - - - - - - - - - - - . IJ.
country in the world has any juris- will be required to maintain some
diction over the way in which we type of acceptable insurance.
govern ourselves.
Adequate Health Protection for
Canadians-Because one of most .
precious possessions of a country i~
The P.C. club on campus recog- the health and well-being of itE
nizes the need for providing more
citizens, the New Democratic Party
and better, higher educational faoffers a comprehensive National
cilities for Canadians. At the present
Health care plan for all people retime the Federal government donates
quiring medical and surgical atten·
$1.50 per person to each university. tion. This plan will provide proThey propose that this amount of
tection in conjunction with the present
money be increased to the more
hospital insurance programme and
realistic figure of $2.50.
will be financed by premium payments. The plan will be similar to
the British plan where doctor rate~
In Canada today are sold many are standardized and the people arP
shabby poorly-made products. Many free to visit any doctor they wish
Canadians are gypped out of millions without worry in regard to excessiv£
of dollars annually by purchasing costs.
products which are billed as being
satisfactory when such is not the National Development-A New
J:'ETER HOMENUCK
case. We propose to set up a Crown Democratic government will establish
New Democratic Candidhte
Corporation which will test all a location-of-industry policy to aid
products sold in Canadian stores. in re-vitalizing depressed areas. Tax
Each month this corporation would
put out a magazine which would
list and evaluate the products tested
in the previous month. The results
of the testing would enable customers
to buy quality merchandise rather
than some of the junk which is
now being sold. Such a testing
corporation would have the effect
of seeing that customers receive
We were very fortunate to have
value for the dollar while at the same
time seeing that manufacturers pro- Mr. C. N. Weber, a prominent Christians, and stands
duce quality products or be forced Kitchener business man and an serve all of the member
out of the market.
active Lutheran layman, speaking at international affairs. It
the college chapel service on January through such an organization
these Christian churches can
15th.
Mr. Weber, a lay delegate to the a unified and world wide ·
The above form the basis of the World Council of Churches in New
The theme throughout the
seven point programme we are Delhi, spoke of his visit to India and ly was "Jesus Christ-the Light
introducing for election in the model of the work being done by the World the World".
parliament. In the next three days Council.
the Progressive Conservative Club
One of the first and most
The assembly was held in India
will be publishing a daily newssheet from November 19th to Decembe1 actions was the accepting
which will inform you, the voters, 5th, 1961, and guests, observers and membership the Russian
about the stand on National Defence, visitors were present from practically and 3 other Eastern Orthodox
E.E.C., Foreign Policy, and the every country in the world.
ches, all from behind the
solution of the unemployment probThe World Council of Churches Iron Curtain. This now makes
lem. Remember their slogan "P.C.'s now has a membership of 198 church Orthodox group the largest in
for Progress, Archie for Action;'.
bodies in more than 90 countries entire council.

P.C.'s Present Seven Point Platform
The election for the model parliament is only five days away.
Many of you are seriously interested
in the platforms of the three clubs
on campus. If you have had your
eyes open for the last few days you
have seen signs hanging from all
possible segments of the school
extolling the platform of the Progressive Conservative Club. The
P.C.'s are running under the main
slogan of "P.C.'s for progress, Archie
for Action".
The P.C.'s are all for Senate Reform. In Canada today senators
are appointed for life. They must
attend only two meetings in a two
year period to obtain a ten thousand
dollar annual gift, Many of these
men are over eighty years of age;
some are over eighty-five.
Your
P.C. Club on Campus, if they are
elected to the model parliament will
.b ring in legislation to reform this
;august body. They propose a compulsory retirement age of 75. They
propose that the quorum for enacting
legislation be raised from 12 members
to 20% of the population of the
Senate. They propose to appoint
men to the Senate for a ten year
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